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The linear-quadratic control problem of stochastic time-delayed systems 
has been solved using function space method. The solution demonstrates directly 

that the “separation theorem” holds for such systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The optimal control problem for linear time-delayed systems with quadratic 
cost functional has been studied by various methods. Manitius [I] contains a 
comprehensive list of references. In this paper, we solve the corresponding 
stochastic control problem for such systems. We use the function space technique 
initiated by Balakrishnan [2]. The solution demonstrates that the “separation 
theorem” holds for time-delayed systems. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

We consider the linear stochastic time-delayed system 

x(t; co) = 5 It A,(s) s(s - hi; w) ds + s’ B(s) u(s; w) ds + Sk(s) dW(s; w) 
i-o 0 0 0 

with (2.1) 

x(t; w) = 0 for t < 0; 

Y(t; w) = ‘$ j-1 C,(s) x(s - h,; w) ds + St G(s) dW(s; w); O,(t&l. 
i&J 0 0 

(2.2) 

Here x(t; w) and Y(t; w) are n- and m-dimensional “states” and “output” 

functions, respectively; u(t; w) is p-dimensional control function; PV(t; w) is a 
p-dimensionaf Wiener process and -4,(t), B(t), F(t), Ci(t), G(t), i = O,..., K, are 
appropriate dimensional matrix-valued functions. Assume that these coefficient 
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functions are all continuous and G(t) G(t)* > 0 on the interval 10, I] of interest, 
where “*” denotes the transpose. The scalar quantities h, with 0 = h, < 
Iz, < ... < hk are the time delays which occur in the system. We are interested 
in the class of control functions H such that 

(i) ji E I\ u(t; UJ)\\~ dt < 00, and 

(ii) u(t; W) is measurable ,3,(t) for each t, where /3,(t) is the smallest u- 
algebra generated by Y(s; w), 0 < s < f. 

The existence of solution of (2.1) f or u(t; CIJ) in H follows from the general 
result of Viswanathan [3]. 

We now state the control problem. We want to minimize 

/(4 = s,’ E([Q(t) 4; ~1, x0; w)l + XW, 491) dt, (2.3) 

where Q(t) is continuous in t and is nonnegative definite, and h > 0 is fixed. 
We used [., .] to denote inner product in two Euclidean spaces of different 
dimensions. We shall use the same notation to denote the inner product in 
different Hilbert spaces that will concern us and the space in which the inner 
product notation is used will be apparent from the context. We shall solve the 
optimization problem in a subclass H, of H but that subclass will include all 
possible controls that are linear functionals of the output data. 

3. SPECIFICATION OF H, 

We first perform some elementary transformations and restate results from 
filtering for time-delayed systems. From (2.1), we can write 

X(2; W) = 1’ @(t, ‘-) B(T) U(‘; w) dr + j.” @(t, T)F(T) dH’(T; w), (3.1) 
0 0 

where the matrix @(t, T) satisfies 

& @(t, T) = 5 k&(t) @(t - hi, T) 

t=o 

@(T, T) = 1, 

@(t, T) = 0 

for t > T, 

where I is an identity matrix, 

for t < 7. 

(3.2) 

Note that we can write 

x(t - hi; w) =j t @(t - hi, T) B(T) u(T; w) dT + J‘” @(t - hi , T)F(T) dW(q a). 
0 0 

(3.1’) 
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Whatever the choice of u(t; W) in H, let 

.r,(t; w) = i jf A,(s) XJS - II,; w) ds + jot B(s) u(s; w) ds 
i-0 0 

with xu(t; w) = 0 for t < 0; 

and let 

Y&; w) = f jf c&> x& - h,; w> ds; 
t=o 0 

P(t; w) = l’(t; w) - YJt; w) 

q t ;  w) q = x ( t ;  w) -  x , ( t ;  w); 

ip, 8; w) = E(.qt -  8; w) I  j+(t));  

q t ,  e; w) = f ( t ,  8; w) + x r t ( t  -  8; w); 

where BP(t) is the smallest a-algebra generated by F(s; w), 0 < s < t. Define 
the innovation process 

Zo(t; w) = P(t; w) - 2io jo’ C,b) .&> 4; WI do 

and /3=,(t) is the smallest a-algebra generated by Zo(s; w), 0 < s < t. Then 
from [4], 

and .i(t, P; w) =- ft K(t, P, T) dZo(T; w), (3.4) 
‘0 

where K(t, 0, 7) = ~~=, P( 7, 7 -- (t - 0), hi) C*(T)* (G(T) G(T)*)--’ with 
P(t, e, , 8,) = -qx(t - e,) - qt, el)(.+ - 0,) - qt, e,))*]. 

Partial differential equations determining P(t, 0, , 0,) are given in [4]. The 
evolution equation for i(t, 0; W) is given by 

i(t, 8; W) + 1” a”s;~’ w, dS - l: k’(S, 8, S) dz,(S; W) 
0 

with $(t, 0, w) = x.i”=, A,(s) &s, hi ; w) ds + J-i K(s, 0, s) dZ,(s; w). Therefore 

qt, 8; w) + jt a2y; w) ds _- joI K(s, 8, s) dZ,(s; w), 
0 

(3.5) 

$(t, 0; w) == 2 j’ Ai 2(s, h,; w) ds + jt K(s, 0, s) dZ,(s; co) 
i=O 0 0 

+ 
I 
-’ B(s) u(s; w) ds. (3.6) 

‘0 
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DEFINITION 1. Let H, be the class of controls in H with the property that 

PY@) = &z,(t), 0 < t < 1. 

Remark. It is not clear when H, equals H. We solve the proposed control 
problem with the control function restricted to H, . 

LEMMA. H, is a Hilbert space with inner product defined by 

[u, v] = IO1 E[u(t; w), u(t; w)] dt. 

The space H, contains functions of the form 

u(t; w) = j-t k(t, s) dY(s; w), 
0 

(3.7a) 

u(t; w) = 1” k(t, s) dZ,(s; w), 
‘0 

(3.7b) 

where k(t, s) is square integrable on the triangle 0 < s < t < 1 and one of the 
forms implies the other. 

Proof. The result is an obvious generalization of Theorem 7.1 in [2] and 
follows from (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) The proof is, therefore, omitted. 

DEFINITION 2. Let H,, denote the space of n-dimensional random functions 

z(t; W) with $ E 11 z(t; w)[12 dt < CO. Further, 1etL denote the linear transforma- 
tion from H, into H,, defined by 

Lu = 21; e(t; co) =: It cD(t, s) B(s) u(s; w) ds. 
0 

The transformation L is clearly bounded. We denote the adjoint (in H,) of this 

transformation by L*. 

DEFINITION 3. Let Q be the obvious transformation from H, into itself 
defined by 

Qz =y; At; w) = Q(t) 4t; ~1. 

4. OPTIMAL CONTROL STRATEGY 

We write 

w(t; W) = ?(t; ~0) = i(t, 0; w) + e(t, 0; W) 

= 
s 

t K(t, 0, T) dZo(T; w) + e(t, 0; w), 
0 

(4-l) 
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where e(t, 0; w) = x(t, 0; w) - .C(t, 0; w). The functional (2.3) can be written as 

J(u) =: [Q(Lu t- w), Lu + w] -1 h[u, u]. 

This is a quadratic form over H, and the minimum is attained at the unique 

point u,, in H, given by 

uo = -(l/A) L*(Q(Lu, + w)). (4.2) 

Using the form of w given in (4.1), the fact that E(e(t + A, 0; W) 1 /3=,(t)) -= 0 
for A >, 0 and the argument similar to that in [2, p. 1741, it follows that 

L”Q(Lu + zu) 

is given by 

(4.3) 

Now (4.3) can be written as 

B(t)* .Q; w), 

where P(t; W) = E(z(t; W) / pz,(t)) with 

x(t; w) = 1’ @(s, t)* Q(s) x(s; w) ds. 
-t 

From [l], z(t; W) satisfies 

i.(t; w) = - i &*(t + hi) z(t + h,; w) - Q(t) x(t; w) 
i-0 

with (4.4) 

z(t; co) = 0 fort > 1. 

To determine f(t; w), we recall the results on linear-quadratic control problem 
for deterministic time-delayed systems. For that problem, from [l], the optimal 
feedback control law is given by 

v,(t) = -(l/X) B(t)* 
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where P,(B, s) is given by 

P,(& g* = P,(s, 0 
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(4.6) 

- jp,(O, 0) = A,*(t) P,(O, 0) + Pt(O, 0) Ait) 

- P,(O, 0) B(t) B(t)* J’t(O, 0)/X + SW 

(-t-t;+ $)P*(B, s) = -P&4 0) B(t) B(t)* P,(O, $4 (4.9) 

with P,(0, s) = 0 for 0 > 0 or s 3 0. 
We now go back to our original problem. 

DEFINITION 4. We define 

[(t, 8; w) = p,(e, 0) qt, 0; g 

+ fl Jl;, Pt(O, 0 + hi - 4 A& + hi) q4 f - a; w) do, 
I 

+, 8; q = ~(t + 0; w), 

and 

+ 8; w) = ~(t, 8; w) - 5(t, 8; w). 

THEOREM. The optimal control strategy for OUT problem is 

u&; w) = -(l/X) B(t)* ((t, 0; w) 

Proof. Using (4.9) and (3.5), 

(--a, + $ dt) we, u + hi - t) A& + hi) S(t, t - Q; wI1 

ZE K P,(e, u + hi - t)] A& + hi) a(t, t - 0; w) 
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- P,(O, u + /I, - t) A,(a -t h,) [(a, + ; dt) qt, t - a; w)] 

= -(l/h) P,(b), 0) B(t) B(t)* P,(O, u + h, - t) A&r + h,) qt, t - u; w) dt 

- P,(B, u + I!, - f) A,(u + h,) K(t, 2 - u, t) dZ&; w). 

Let M(t, 0) = Pr(0, 0) K(t, 0, t) + Z,“=, Jtt-h, P,(B, 0 + jr, ~~ t) -J,(u + h,) 
K(t, t -- U, t) du. Using the preceding result and Eqs. (3.5) (4.6), and (4.8) we 

get after algebraic manipulation, 

r 

-iQ(t, 8; w) $- $ ?(t, 0; w) dt 

= --(l/h) I’,(& 0) B(t) B(t)* 77(t, 0; W) dt 

- P,(O, 0) B(t) B(t)*lA [z(f, 0; w) - S(t, 0; w)] dt + M(t, 0) dZ,(t; w), 

(4.10) 

where we used for u(t; w) the expression (-- I /A) B(t)* f(t; w) obtained from (4.3). 
On the other hand, using (4.8) and (3.5), 

iqP,(O, u + h, -~ t) A,(a 4~ h,) qt, t - 0; w)] 

=- [( it + ;,, P,(Q -- u -t hi - t)] A,@ + hi) i(t, t - u; w) dt 

+ P,@, u + AZ - t) A,(U + h,,[(B, + $ d”) i(t, t - 0; w,] 

= 
[ 

(-Ao*(t) - P((0, 0) B(t) B(t)*//\) P,(O, u + h, - t) 

+ 2 -A,*(t + h, , 0 + h, - t)] 4(u + h,)f(t, t - u; w) dt 
j=l 

+ P,(O, u + h, - t) Aj(u + hi) K(t, t - CT, t) dZ,(t; w). 

From the above result and using (4.7), (3.6), and (4.4), we get after algebraic 
manipulation, 

k 

- 1 Aj*(t + h,) y(t, h,; w) dt 
i=O 

+ P,(O, 0) B(t) B(t)* y(t, 0; w)/h - Q(t) (.r(t; w) - Z(t, 0; w)) dt 

( 1 : -- Pt(0, 0) B(t) B(t)* (z(t, 0; w) - S(t, 0; w)) dt + M(t, 0) dZ,(t; w), 
(4.11) 
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where, as before, we used -(l/X) B(t)* S(t; W) for ~(t; w). We have the obvious 

terminal condition 

For 7 < t, define 

7j(l, 8; w) = 0 for 0 > 0. (4.12) 

Using the fact that Z,,(t; w) is a Brownian motion and using properties of 

stochastic integrals, we get 

r 

-ii&t, H; w 1 T) + -&(t, 8; w 1 T) dt 

= -(I .‘A) P@, 0) B(t) B(t)* qt, 0; w j T) fit, 

(4.10) 

ej(f, 0; 0.J I 7) 

-= - go &*(t -t ha)@, h,; w ) T) dt + (l/X) P,(O, 0) B(t) B(t)*ij(t, 0; w 1 T) dt, 

(4.11) 

71(~, 8; w 1 T) = 0 for all e 2 0. (4.12) 

From uniqueness of solution of (4.10)-(4.12), we get 

rj(t, 8; w 1 T) = 0 for 7 < t. 

Now ij(t, 8; w 1 T) being a martingale in 7 for fixed t and 0, we have from Doob 
[S, Theorem 4.3, p. 3551 

lim fj(t, 8; w 1 T) = +j(f, e; w 1 t) 7-t- 
a.e. 

so that 4(t, 0; w ( t) == 0. This gives us, in particular for 0 =-: 0, 

qt; w) = [(t, 0; w) 

and the theorem is proved 

5. CONCLUSION 

A direct solution has been given tor the control problem of linear stochastic 
time delayed systems with quadratic cost functional. This has enabled us to 
demonstrate that the “separation theorem” holds for time-delayed systems. The 
steady-state control for time-independent system matrices is a useful area of 
investigation. 
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